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Morris Jeff’s Reason for Using CLASS® in Kindergarten
Morris Jeff is a pioneer when it comes to using the Classroom Assessment 
Scoring System® (CLASS®) in the early grades in Louisiana. The tool had already 
been used for several years in Pre-K, so according to the administration it made 
sense to scale its use in the primary grades. As a result, the school started to use 
the tool with all K-2 teachers when it joined the CLASS® pilot in 2017.

Morris Jeff’s primary focus for piloting CLASS® was to improve student 
engagement and interactions during the reading foundational skills block. The 
school had recently adopted the Core Knowledge curriculum, and classroom 
walk-through data revealed that student engagement was weak during the 
foundational skills block. This was particularly true in kindergarten classrooms.

Addressing the Problem
To begin to tackle the low student engagement in kindergarten 
during the foundational skills block, Morris Jeff created common 
planning time for teachers. The school also partnered with Leading 
Educators to complete a learning cycle focused on content-based 
professional learning. The cycle included shared learning, planning 
and practice, and student progress. They connected this cycle to 
the CLASS® domains and dimensions. For example, teachers used 
the cycle to improve their quality of feedback focused on scaffolding 
questions. They shared pans for scaffolding questions within the lesson. 
They observed each other scaffolding questions within the lesson, and 
they used data to determine how their feedback impacted student 
engagement during the foundational skills block. 

A timeline of their journey follows:
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Early Outcomes

Early outcomes show:

 • Teachers’ CLASS® observation scores for Quality of Feedback 
increased 13% , with the Average score now 4.95 out of 7 in the 
Quality of Feedback Dimension.  

 • 79% of Kindergarten students are reading on grade level according 
to the school’s early literacy assessment, compared to 74% last year. 

Learn more about the use of CLASS® in kindergarten in Louisiana.  
For more information about the use of CLASS® at Morris Jeff,  
contact Lisa Sirgo at lsirgo@morrisjeffschool.org.

Fast Facts
 ¿5 kindergarten teachers
 ¿115 kindergarteners
 ¿Joined CLASS® K pilot in July 2017
 ¿Has three observers certified to 
use CLASS® K classrooms
 ¿Has one MMCI K-3 coach
 ¿K curriculum: CKLA Skills Strand

“Learning more about the CLASS® rubric 
has strengthened my teaching. The 
rubric encourages genuine and positive 
interactions in the classroom, and promotes 
an environment where students are allowed 
to be creative and grow as learners.”

~Ali Torres, Teacher

“Something that stands out to me is 
the timeliness of quality feedback and 
the importance of giving on-the-spot 
feedback to correct errors or remediate 
misunderstandings to catch students 
before they struggle.”

~Sarah Fox, Teacher
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